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Climbing
Competitions:
Just Fun –
or for
Profit?
By Keith Pancake

Climbing competitions increase a climber’s
desire to perform efficiently. These organized
events build confidence, boost moral and
increase production skills.

I

n 2004, I was at the ISA International
Tree Climbing Competition with a pair
of binoculars and a notebook diligently diagramming the climbers in an attempt
to unlock as many of their secrets as possible. I knew by the end of the day this could
take me where I wanted to go in arboriculture. What I didn’t realize at the time was
that I was watching my future climbing
partners in their early days.
As I look back, I am amazed at how far
that competition has taken me professionally and am glad that my wife told me “you
could do this.” Since then, I have been a
judge, technician, chairman, and now a
competitor. Every day I get to work and
train with two champion climbers; their
knowledge and experience has been
invaluable to me.
While serving as chairman for the 2006
Tennessee Climbing Championship I was
charged with recruiting competitors and
82

sponsors– personally calling over 100
companies statewide. Although the competition was successful and many tree
companies participated in this event in one
form or another, I was surprised by the
number of tree company owners who discredited climbing competitions as a waste
of time and resources. Concerned about the
lack of enthusiasm from these particular
companies, I feel compelled to share with
all those in the arboriculture field how you
can become more profitable through competition climbing.
Competitions increase a climber’s desire
to perform efficiently, which in turn
improves a company’s productivity. These
organized events build confidence, boost
moral, and increase production skills.
Regular participation can help develop
routines for risk assessment, work planning
and setting a pace on the job. Novice
climbers will grow exponentially watching
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Climbing competitions are excellent venues for practicing
and reviewing safe methods for working, as well as
answering questions regarding appropriate work habits.
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experienced climbers. Veteran arborists
can connect small pieces to the larger puzzle when they interact with colleagues and
discuss the rapid advances in industry
equipment and innovation in techniques. I
am always more enthusiastic at work after
a competition, batteries recharged and
ready to test drive the newest methods. The
training leading up to an event keeps
climbing fresh on an arborist’s mind, while
improving both the person’s health and
skills.
Safety is always a major concern for any
tree care company and climbing competitions are excellent venues for practicing
and reviewing safe methods for working,
as well as, answering questions regarding
appropriate work habits. Competitions are
set up to mimic real work situations; they
begin with a thorough gear inspection,
have an aerial rescue event (both of which
should be occurring regularly on the job),
and have a work climb. During the events
penalties and sometimes disqualifications
are issued for unsafe practices. This makes
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employees aware of unsafe techniques and
faulty equipment climbers use every day
without even being aware of the danger
involved.
For those who consider competitions as
a dangerous risk for their employees, the
incident rate at these events is low (much
lower, in fact, than actually performing tree
work) and those that do occur almost
always result in positive rule changes and,
in some cases, ANSI Standard updates. If a
new technique is deemed questionable,
experienced judges on site carefully examine it to decide if it is safe and appropriate
to use. Numerous innovations and techniques have been developed or discredited
at competitions.
An owner’s goal is to be profitable and
by simply attending or, better yet, participating as a volunteer, you gain numerous
advantages over your business competition. I was able to forge many valuable
relationships with vendors who supply
equipment, key figures in the industry,
along with tree company owners and other

Competitions are set up to mimic real work situations;
they begin with a thorough gear inspection, have an aerial rescue event (both of which should be occurring
regularly on the job) and have a work climb.
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The incident rate at competitions is low and those that do
occur almost always result in positive rule changes and,
in some cases, ANSI Standard updates. If a new technique
is deemed questionable, experienced judges on site carefully examine it to decide if it is safe and appropriate to
use. Numerous innovations and techniques have been
developed or discredited at competitions.
Climbing competitions are great opportunities to learn, practice and network with others in the industry – all of which can
provide benefits for the participants’ employers.
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arborists. The atmosphere of competitions
makes it easy for all involved to discuss
how to overcome challenges and to speak
to your business competitors on neutral
ground about their operations. Building
these relationships can lead to cooperative
efforts for much needed industry changes
in the areas of regulatory legislation and
insurance.
Your company as a whole can benefit by
having a strong presence at competitions.
Branding your company is tough, but is
critical to your success. Many times local
media will show up for stories and interviews giving you opportunities to get your
name out there. These events are free to the
public affording your company endless
opportunities for advertising to a broad
spectrum. I have known several companies
that show up and give away their shirts or
other items promoting their company.
Event sponsors can set up displays on site
and speak directly to prospective clients.
Everyone involved in a tree company
can gain something valuable by attending
tree climbing competitions. The camaraderie at these events is outstanding, all
are welcome and everyone is willing to
share their knowledge and experiences.
Keith Pancake works for Poteet Tree
Service in Nashville, Tennessee. He has
no climbing titles (yet), in this his rookie
season.

